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As introduced by Chv~ital, cutting planes provide acanonical way of proving that every integral 
solution of a given system of linear inequalities satisfies another specified inequality. In this note 
we make several observations on the complexity of such proofs in general and when restricted 
to proving the unsatisfiability of formulae in the propositional calculus. 
1. Introduction 
An attractive way of looking at Gomory's cutting plane technique [13] was intro- 
duced by Chv~ital [5]. The point of view is that cutting planes provide a canonical 
way of proving that every integral solution of a given system of linear inequalities 
satisfies another given inequality. Suppose that we have such a system 
aix<_b i (i= 1,...,m) (1) 
where al, . . . ,  am are rational vectors and bl, . . . ,  bm are rational numbers. If we also 
have nonnegative numbers Yi, i = 1, . . . ,  m such that ~ {Yiai: i=  1, . . . ,  m} is integral, 
then every integral solution of (1) satisfies the inequality 
(~  {Yiai: i= 1, . . . ,m})x<_?  (2) 
for any y which is at least L~ {yibi" i= 1,...,m}.] (where Lq_] denotes the largest 
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integer less than or equal to a given number q). We say that the inequality (2) is 
derived from (1). As in Chv~tal [7], a cutt ing-plane proo f  of an inequality cx<ct  
from (1) is a sequence of inequalities 
am+kX<__bm+ k (k= 1,..., M) (3) 
together with nonnegative numbers Ykj (1 <k<_M,  1 < j<m+k-1)  such that for 
each k= 1, ..., M the inequality am+kX<--bm+g is derived from the system 
aix<_ b i (i = 1, . . . ,  m + k -  1) (4) 
using the numbers Ykj, J = 1,..., m + k -  1, and such that the last inequality in the 
sequence is a positive scalar multiple of cx< a. 
So if there exists a cutting-plane proof of cx<a from (1), then every integral 
solution of (1) also satisfies cx<ct.  Chv~ital [5] showed that if the polyhedron 
defined by (1) is nonempty and bounded, then the converse of this statement is also 
true, that is if every integral solution of (1) satisfies cx< a then there exists a cutting- 
plane proof of cx<a from (1). Schrijver [27] latter showed, by a geometric 
argument, that the condition that the polyhedron be bounded can be removed as 
long as there exists at least one integral solution to (1). Examples of the use of 
cutting-plane proofs in the solution of combinatorial problems are given in Chv~ital 
[5, 6, 7, 8] and Boyd and Pulleyblank [3]. 
The number M in (3) is the length of the cutting-plane proof of cx<_ a from (1). 
The applicability of cutting-plane proofs is clearly related to their length, which was 
investigated by Chv~ital [7] for proofs of the stability number of graphs. In this note 
we make several observations on the length of cutting-plane proofs in general and 
when restricted to proving the unsatisfiability of formulae in the propositional 
calculus. 
In Section 2 we show that if (1) has no integral solution then there exists a cutting- 
plane proof of 0x_  -1  from (1) whose length depends only on the number of 
variables in the system. Thus, there is an 'indirect' form of cutting-plane proof 
whose length can be bounded above by a constant in fixed dimension, contrasting 
the fact that an example of Bondy shows that even when restricted to problems in 
two dimensions the length of a shortest cutting-plane proof of cx<_a from (1) 
cannot be bounded above by a polynomial function in the size (in binary notation) 
of (1) and cx< a. We also discuss the size of coefficients appearing in cutting-plane 
proofs. 
It is an important open problem in complexity theory to determine whether there 
exists a polynomial proof system for demonstrating the unsatisfiability of propo- 
sitional formulae in conjunctive normal form; the existence of such a proof system 
is equivalent o NP=co-NP.  Recently, Haken [16] settled a longstanding open 
problem by proving that the resolution proof system is not polynomial. No such 
result is known, however, for the extended version of resolution introduced by 
Tseitin [30]. Using Haken's result and a result of Cook [9], we show in Section 3 
that cutting planes are between these two systems in power, that is, a polynomial- 
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length resolution proof implies a polynomial-length cutting-plane proof and the 
converse is not true, while a polynomial-length cutting-plane proof implies a 
polynomial-length extended resolution proof. Thus, an interesting next step in 
proving the nonpolynomiality of proof systems would be proving that the cutting- 
plane proof system is nonpolynomial. (We note that the hard formulae of Tseitin 
[30] are candidates for showing this.) 
Throughout the paper we assume that all linear systems and polyhedra are 
rational. We refer the reader to the book of Schrijver [28] for the theory of poly- 
hedra. The set of n component rational vectors and the set of n component integral 
vectors are denoted by Q" and 7/n respectively. By the size of a linear system we 
mean the size of the system in binary notation (see, for example Lov~isz [24]). 
2. Indirect cutting-plane proofs 
In [7], Chv~ital proved an upper bound on the length of cutting-plane proofs for 
the stability number of a graph in terms of the number of nodes, that is, in terms 
of the number of variables in the inequality. No such result holds in general, as is 
shown by the following example of J.A. Bondy (see Chv~ital [5] and Schrijver [27]). 
Consider the linear system 
-- 2 tx  I +X2_< O, 
2tx~ + x2 <- 2t, (5) 
-x2_<0 
where t is a positive integer. It can be checked, by induction on t, that every cutting- 
plane proof of x2-< 0 from (5) has length at least t. (Notice that t is not polynomi- 
ally bounded in the size of (5) and x2_<0. ) This is somewhat disappointing since we 
know that in fixed dimension we can prove the validity of cx<_a for all integral 
solutions to Ax<_ b in polynomial-time with Lenstra's algorithm [22]. To overcome 
this we will modify slightly the definition of a cutting-plane proof. 
Observe that the inequality cx<_ a, where c and a are integral, is satisfied by every 
integral solution of (1) if and only if the system 
a iX<_ bi (i = 1, . . . ,  m), 
cx>_ct + 1 
(6) 
has no integral solution. This later property can be verified by exhibiting cutting- 
plane proof of 0x_< - 1 from (6). We shall refer to such a verification of cx<_ a as 
an indirect cutting-plane proof of cx<_a from (1) and define its length to be the 
length of the cutting-plane proof of 0x___ - 1 from (6). (In general, if c and a are 
nonintegral, we first multiply the inequality by a positive number to obtain integral 
data.) With these definitions we have the following result. 
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Theorem 1. For each natural number n there exists an integer f~ such that i f  every 
integral solution o f  a linear system Ax<_ b in n variables satisfies an inequality 
cx < ct, then there exists an indirect cutting-plane proo f  o f  cx <_ a f rom Ax  <_ b whose 
length is at most fn. 
To prove this result, we first state it in a different way. As in Schrijver [27], 
cutting-plane proofs may be viewed geometrically asfollows. Let P be a polyhedron 
and H= {x: cx<_ a} a halfspace which contains P, where c is an integral vector with 
relatively prime components. It is clear that every integral point in P is contained 
in the halfspace HI= {x: cx<_ LotJ}. (Note that HI is obtained by shifting the 
supporting hyperplane of H until it contains integral points.) We refer to such a 
halfspace HI as a Chvdtal cut for P and say that PfqHl  is obtained from P by a 
Chvfital cut. Using Farkas' lemma (see Schrijver [28]), we have that Theorem 1 is 
equivalent to the following geometric result. 
Theorem 1'. For each natural number n there exists an integer g, such that i f  P 
is any polyhedron of  dimension n which contains no integral points, then there 
exists a sequence o f  polyhedra P=Po, P1, ..., Pk = 0, where k<g n and for  each 
i = 1,..., k, Pi is obtained f rom Pi- l by a Chvdtal cut. 
In the proof of this geometric result, we will need the following lemma of 
Schrijver, which is contained in the proof of the main theorem of [27]. 
Lemma 2. Let F be a face o f  a polyhedron P. I f  F is obtained f rom F by a Chvdtal 
cut, then there exists a polyhedron P that can be obtained f rom P by a Chvdtal cut 
such that PNFc_ F. 
Proof. Let P={x 'A°x<_b°A lx<_b  l} where A ° and b ° are integral and F= 
{x 'A°x=b° ,A lx<_b  i} and let cx<_a be a valid inequality for F such that c is 
integral and P= FN {x: cx<_ ma_] }. By Farkas' lemma, there exist vectors  y l > 0 and 
yO such that 
y°A° + y lA l  =c, 
y°b° + y~b ~ <- a. 
(7) 
Defining c' and a '  as 
c '=c-  Ly°JA°=(y ° -  Ly°J)A ° + y'A ', 
a '=a-  Ly°J b°--- (y ° -  Ly°J)b ° +y'b '  
(8) 
we have that c' is integral (since Ly°JA ° is integral) and that c'x<_a' is valid for P 
(since y0_ [y0j is nonnegative). Now letting P=PN{x:c 'x<_La ' J}  we have 
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PnF=Fn{c'x<_La'J} 
= Fn  {x" c'x_ L ~'l, Ly°J A °x= Ly°J b o} 
CFn{x'cx<_[aJ I=P. [] (9) 
Proof of Theorem 1'. We proceed by induction on n. The result being clear if n = 0, 
let P C_ Qm be a polyhedron of dimension _> 1 with Pn  7/m-- 0. We first argue that 
we may assume P is of full dimension, that is n = m. If this is not the case, then P 
lies in a hyperplane J=  {xeQm'cx=a} where c is integral with relatively prime 
components. If a is nonintegral, then 0 can be obtained from P by the Chv~ital cut 
{xe Q".cx<_ LaJ }. If a is integral, then J contains integral points, which implies 
that there exists an affine transformation T which maps J onto {xeQ m :Xm=0} 
and Z m onto Z m. (One way to see this is as follows: let w be an integral vector in 
J and translate J by - w to obtain the linear space L = J -  w parallel to J. Now let 
bl, ...,bin be a basis for the lattice Z m such that bl , . . . ,  b,,,_ l is a basis for the 
(m-1)-d imensional  lattice LGZ m. If we define a linear transformation M by 
setting M(bi)=ei for i= 1, . . . ,m, where e i is the ith unit-vector, then letting T(x)-- 
M(x) -w,  we have the required affine transformation.) If we have a sequence of 
polyhedra R0, ..., R k in Qm-I where R0= {yeQm- I  - (y, 0) ~ T(P)}, Rk=0,  and for 
i= 1,. . . ,k,  R; is obtained from R;_I by a Chv/ttal cut, then defining Pi to be 
{xeQ'"" T(x)=(.f,0) for some PeRi}  for i=O,... ,k, we have Po=P, Pk=0,  and 
for i = 1, ..., k, Pi is obtained from Pi-~ by a Chv~ital cut. As the dimension of 
{ye Q,, -1.  (y,O)~ T(P)} is equal to the dimension of P, it suffices to prove the 
result for {ye  Qm-1. (y, 0)E T(P)}. Since we may repeat this procedure, we may 
assume that P is of full dimension, as claimed. 
It follows from a result of Lenstra [221 and Gr6tschel, Lov~isz, and Schrijver [151 
that, since P contains no integral points, there exists a nonzero integral vector w 
such that [wx-  wx'[ < 7,, for all x, x'  e P, where Yn is a constant which depends only 
on n. Let p= [max{wx:xeP} J  and let P l=Pn{xeQm'wx<-~} • I f P l - -0  we are 
finished, so suppose this is not the case. Let F=P ln{xeQm'wx=,6} .  Since 
n = m, the face F is a polyhedron of dimension less than n. We may assume, by 
induction, that there exists a sequence of polyhedra F=F 0, F 1,..., F j=0 where 
J-< gn- 1, and for i = 1,..., j, Fi is obtained from Fi_ 1 by a Chv~ital cut. By Lemma 
2, this implies the existence of a sequence of polyhedra P1, P2,..., Pj+l such 
that for i=2 , . . . , j+ l ,P  i is obtained from P;-1 by a Chvfital cut and Pi ( 
{XEQ 'n" wx=fl} C_Fi_ 1. So Pj+IO{xEQm'wx=~} =0 and {X~Q m" WX~--  1} 
is a Chvfital cut for Pj+l.  Let Pj+2=Pj+IN{X~Qm'wx<_~- I}.  Since Pc_ 
{xeQm'wx>B - ~,,}, repeating this procedure at most ~,, -1 times we obtain the 
empty set. Thus, letting gn=y,,(1 +gn-1)+ 1, the result follows. [] 
One may wonder why wehave only considered the length of a cutting-plane proof 
of cx<_a from (1) and not its size, that is the size of the linear system (3) plus the 
size of the nonnegative numbers Ykj (1 _< k_  M, 1 ___j_ rn + k -  1), which is a more 
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accurate measure of the complexity of the proof. A partial justification of this is 
the following result, which is proved using Carath6odory's theorem and is used in 
the next section (see also Chv~ital [7, Theorem 3]). 
Proposition 3. A cutting-plane proof of  an inequafity cx<_ a from a linear system 
Ax<_ b implies the existence of  one of the same length and with size bounded above 
by a polynomial function of the length of  the proof and the sizes of cx< ct and 
Ax<b. 
Proof. Suppose we have a linear system in n variables 
aix<_b i ( i=l , . . . ,m) (10) 
and a sequence of inequalities 
am+ix<-bm+i ( i= 1, . . . , t )  (11) 
which, together with the nonnegative numbers Ym+k,j (1 _<k_< t, 1 <_j<_m + k -  1), is 
a cutting-plane proof of cx<_ ct from (10). By scaling if necessary, we may assume 
that a~,...,am, C and bl,...,bm, a are integral. Let tr denote the maximum of the 
absolute values of the numbers appearing in (10) and cx<_ a. We will show, by 
induction on t, that there exists a sequence of inequalities 
' <"  (i= 1, t) (12) am+iX--Om+ i ..., 
and nonnegative numbers Ym+k,j' (1 < k_  t, 1 <j_< m + k -1 )  which together form a 
cutting-plane proof  of cx<_ a, where for i = 1, ..., t the vector (am÷i, b[) has compo- 
nents which are at most (n + 1)itr in absolute value. The theorem will follow from 
this, since this implies that the size of (12) is polynomial in t and the sizes of (10) 
and cx<_a, and since we may assume that the size of the numbers y~j (1 <_k<_t, 
1 <_ j<m+k-  1) is polynomial in the size of (12), as for each ke  {1, . . . ,t} we may 
replace Ym+k,j (1 <_j<m+k-1)  by any solution of the linear system 
{ziai : i=l , . . . ,m}+ ~ {zia;: i=m+ l , . . . ,m+k-1}=am+k,  
{z ib i : i=l , . . . ,m}+ ~ {zib[:i=m+ l , . . . ,m+k-1}<b'm+k+l ,  
zi>_O ( i= l , . . . ,m+k-1) .  (13) 
(and there exists such a solution with size polynomial in the size of (13)). 
The existence of the sequence of inequalities (12) is trivial if t _  1. Suppose t _2  
and let fl = ~ {Ym + 1,jbj : J = 1, ..., m}. By Carath6odory's theorem the linear system 
{Zm+ l,jaj: j=  l, . . . ,m} =am+ l, 
~., {Zm+l.jbj:j= l , . . . ,m}=fl ,  (14) 
Zm+l,j>'O ( j=  1, ...,m) 
has a solution-Pm+ 1,j (1 - j<  m) with at most n + 1 nonzero variables. (The system 
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clearly has a solution, namely Ym+l,j (1 <_j<m).) Let 
a,*+,= ~ {( . fm+i , j -L f lm+l , j J )a j : j= l , . . . ,m},  
b*+l=L~ {~m+, , j - LYm+l , j J )b j : j= l , . . . ,m}_] ,  
ym+l , j=ym+l , j - Lym+l , j J  (j= 1, ...,m). 
Note that 
(15) 
am+,=a*+,+ S {Lym+l,jJa/:j=l,...,m}, 
L/ J =b*+, + S { lYm+, , / Jb j : j= l , ' " ,m} • 
(16) 
Thus, for k = 2 , . . . ,  t, letting 
Ym+k,j=Ym+k,j+Ym+k,m+lLYm+l, j J  ( =  1, . . . ,m) 
Ym+k,j=-Ym+k,j ( j=m+l , . . . ,m+k-1)  
(17) 
we have 
{Ym+k, jaj : j = 1, . . . ,m + k -  1 , j :~m + 1} + ym+k,m+ lam+ l =am+ k, 
L2  {Ym+k, /b j : j= l , ' " ,m+k- l , j~m+l}+Ym+k,m+,b*m+, J<-bm+k • 
(18)  
So 
am+ix<-bi (i=2, ...,t) (19) 
together with the nonnegative numbers .Ym+k,j (2<_k<t , l< j<_m+k-1)  is a 
cutting-plane proof of cx<t~ from the system 
aix<_ bi (i= 1,...,m), 
am+ IX<<-bm+ 1. 
(20) 
As the length of this proof is t -  1, we may assume inductively that there exists a 
sequence of inequalities 
am+ix<bin+ i (i= 2, ..., t) (21) 
and nonnegative numbers * < j<m 1) which form a Ym+k,j (2<_k<_t,l_ _ +k-  together 
• .. bm+ i) cutting-plane proof of cx<_ a from (20), where for i = 2, , t the vector (a m + i, 
has components which are at most (n + 1) i- 1o-* in absolute value, letting a* denote 
the maximum of 0- and the absolute values of the components of (a*+ l, b*+ l)- 
Using this, we have that 
• * (i = 1, t)  (22)  (lm+ iX ~ bm+ i ..., 
together with the nonnegative numbers Ym+k,j* (1_< k -  t, l_<j<_m+ k -1)  is the 
required cutting-plane proof of cx<_a from (10). Indeed, from (16) we have that 
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am+ !*  is integral and hence that (22) is a cutting-plane proof of cx<_a from (10). 
Furthermore, since at most n+ 1 of the nonnegative numbers-~m+l,j (l<j<_m) 
are nonzero, from (15) we have that the absolute value of each component of 
(am+l,b *m+ l) is at most (n + 1)tr. Thus for each i= 1,..., t the components of 
(a'm+ !, bm+ 1) are at most (n + 1)itr in absolute value. [] 
Remarks. (1) Cutting planes may be viewed geometrically as a method of obtaining 
a linear description of the convex hull, P~, of integer points contained in a given 
polyhedron P c ©n. Letting P '  denote the set of vectors which satisfy every Chv~ital 
cut for P, we have that P~ c_ P'. Schrijver [27] proved that P '  is a polyhedron, 
which can be seen by noting that, as in the proof of Proposition 3, we may restrict 
our attention to cutting planes that can be derived from at most n valid inequalities 
for P, each with a nonnegative multiplier less that 1. The results of Chv~tal [5] and 
Schrijver [27] mentioned in Section 1 give that ptk)= PI for some natural number 
k, where pt0)=p and p(i) __pC,-1)' for all i_> 1. (In fact, this is the way in which the 
results are presented in Schrijver [27].) The least number k such that p(k)= PI is the 
Chvdtal rank of P. Using Carath6odory's theorem, Chv~tal [7, Theorem 3] proved 
a result which gives an upper bound on the length of a shortest cutting-plane proof 
of an inequality from a linear system Ax<_ b in terms of the number of variables and 
the Chv~ital rank of {x:Ax<_b}. 
The example of Bondy given above shows that polyhedra in 2-space can have 
arbitrarily high ChvS.tal rank. However, if Pc_ ©n and PNT/" = 0, then Theorem 1' 
implies that p(t,,)= 0, where t,, is a constant which depends only on n. This result 
is used in Cook, Gerards, Schrijver, and Tardos [11] to show that the Chv~ital rank 
of a polyhedron {x:Ax<_ b} can be bounded above by a function of the matrix A, 
independent of the vector b. 
(2) Not surprisingly, the number g,, in Theorem 1' is necessarily exponential in n. 
What follows from the proof of Theorem 1' and Proposition 3, is that 2n/n -  1 <_ 
y*_<n 3", where y* is the least possible value of y,,. To see the lower bound, con- 
sider the linear system in the variables xl,... ,  Xn 
~, {x i : i~ J  } - ~, {xi : i~{1,. . . ,n} \ J}_<l J ] - I  VJc_{1,. . . ,n} (23) 
where each inequality cuts off exactly one corner of the unit hypercube. This system 
has no integral solution, but if an inequality for any set J is removed, then the 0-1 
vector xi = 1 for each i ~ J and xi = 0 for each i ~ { 1, .... n} \ J satisfies the remaining 
2" -1  inequalities in the system. Thus any cutting-plane proof of 0x< -1  from 
(23) must make use of each inequality (that is, each inequality in (23) must be given 
a positive multiplier in at least one of the derivations in the proof). Now, as in the 
proof of Proposition 3, if there exists a cutting-plane proof of length of 0x< - 1 
from (23), then there also exists one of length at most t which uses at most n positive 
multiplies at each step (except possibly the last, where n + 1 positive multiplies may 
be needed). Since each of the 2" inequalities in (23) must be used in the proof (and 
since each derived inequality must also be used), t must be at least 2n/n. Hence the 
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shortest sequence of polyhedra s described in Theorem 1' must have length at least 
2"/n - 1. (Note that this example cannot be improved by replacing (23) by a system 
which has more that 2" inequalities, since Scarf [26] (see also Bell [2], Hof fman 
[19], and Todd [29]) has shown that any system of linear inequalities in n variables 
having no integral solution contains a subsystem of at most 2 n inequalities which 
also has no integral solution.) 
To prove the upper bound, we need information on the parameter y,, given in the 
proof of Theorem 1', that is, the Zn-width of a polyhedron in ©" which contains 
no integral vectors. Various upper bounds on y, which can be obtained algorith- 
micly are given in Lenstra [12], Gr6tschel, Lov~tsz, and Schrijver [15] and Babai [1] 
(see also Kannan [20]). Each of these bounds is exponential in n. Hastad [17] has 
recently shown, however, that a result of Lenstra and Schnorr [23] implies that one 
may let y, = n 5/2 (a bound which is not known to be obtainable by a polynomial- 
time algorithm). 
Using this and following the proof of Theorem 1', it is a simple estimation to 
obtain n 3" as an upper bound on g*. (For other results on lattice-width see Kannan 
and Lov~isz [21].) 
In the case n = 2, the bounds can be improved as follows. It can be checked that 
obtaining the empty set from the polyhedron P given by the convex hull of the 
points {(~-,¼), (~-, -~) ,  ( -  ~ ~ 31)  T,T), (T,T } requires four cutting planes. (First check 
that P '  is given by the convex hull of {(~-,0),(~-, 1), (0, ~-), (0, 2), (1, 3t--), (1, 2)} and 
then that P '  requires three cutting planes.) Furthermore, Helfrich [18] has shown 
that we may take Y2 = 2, which implies that the empty set may be obtained from 
any polyhedron of dimension 2 in at most 5 cuts. So 4 <__ g2* < 5. [] 
3. Cutting-plane proofs of unsatisfiability 
Formulae of the propositional calculus are built up from variables using negation, 
conjunction and disjunction. (For an introduction to the propositional calculus 
see Chang and Lee [4].) A literal is an unnegated or negated variable. A clause 
C= {ll, ..., lk} is a set of literals interpreted as their disjunction (an empty clause is 
defined to be false). A formula in conjunctive normal form (or CNF-formula) 
~0= {CI, ...,Cr} is a set of clauses interpreted as their conjunction. A formula is 
unsatisfiable if it is false under all truth assignments. The size of a formula ~p is the 
number of literals in ~o. 
Let C1, C2 be clauses such that C1 contains x, C2 contains ~ and there is no other 
literal l in C1 such that T is in C2. Then the clause C= Cl UC2-{x, .~} is the 
resolvent of C1 and C2. 
A resolution derivation from clauses C1, ..., Cr is a sequence of clauses C1", ..., C* 
such that C/* (1 _< i<_s) is the resolvent of two clauses from C1, ..., Cr, C~, ..., Ci* 1" 
The length of the derivation is s. A resolution proof of a clause C from clauses 
C1,..., Cr is a resolution derivation with C* = C. A resolution proof of  the unsatis- 
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fiability of a CNF-formula ~0{Cl, ..., Cr} is a resolution proof of the empty clause 
from Cl, ..., Cr. A CNF-formula is unsatisfiable if and only if its unsatisfiability 
has a resolution proof (Robinson [25]). 
An extended resolution (e.r.) derivation from clauses Cl, ..., Cr is defined re- 
cursively: 
(1)If C( ~, . . . ,  Ci* is an e.r. derivation and Ci*l is a resolvent of two clauses from 
C1,..., Cr, Cl*,..., Ci*, then CI*,..., Ci*! is an e.r. derivation. 
(2) If CI*, ..., Ci* is an e.r. derivation, x and y are variables occuring in C~,..., Cr, 
C~', ..., Ci* and z is a new variable then 
(a) C1", ..., Ci*, {z, x}, {:~, R} is an e.r. derivation; 
(b) CI*,..., Ci*, {z, X}, {z, .P}, {:~, x, y} is an e.r. derivation. 
Thus it is possible to introduce new variables z -8 ,  z -xvy  (the new clauses are 
the CNF for these functions). Length, e.r. proof of a clause and e.r. proof of 
unsatisfiability are defined as for resolution. 
Our purpose here is to compare the power of resolution and extended resolution 
with that of cutting planes. We begin by describing cutting planes as a system for 
proving the unsatisfiability of CNF-formulae. 
For a literal l let E(I):  =x if l=x and E(I):  = 1 -x  if l=~. For a clause C= 
{ll,...,lk} let E(C)= ~i~l E(li). (E(0)" =0.)  For a CNF-formula ~p= {Cl, ..., Cr} 
containing variables xl, ..., Xm let ¢(~p) be the following system of 2m + r inequa- 
lities: 
E(C/)_> 1 (1 <_i<_r), O<_xj<_ 1 (1 <_j<_m). (24) 
A cutting-plane proof of the unsatisfiabifity of ~p is a cutting-plane proof of 0_> 1 
from $o (¢p). 
It is easy to see that ¢p is unsatisfiable if and only if $(¢p) has no integral solution, 
hence ~0's unsatisfiability has a cutting-plane proof. 
Resolution can be simulated by cutting-planes using the following lemma: 
Lemma 4. I f  clause C is the resolvent of clauses Ci, C2, then E(C)>_ 1 has a cutting- 
plane proof of length 1 from 
E(C1)_>I, E(C2)>_I, O<_xi<_l, l<_i<_m. 
Proof. Let Cl={Xl,ll,...,lk, lk+l,...,lk,}, C2={Xl, ll,...,lk, Fk+l,...,l'k2} 
Ii, ..., lk are the common literals in CI and C2). Then adding 
k kl 
E(CI)=XI+ ~., E(li)+ ~, E(li)>-l, 
i=1 i=k+l  
k /¢2 
E(C2)=(1-xI)+ ~_, E(li)+ ~. E(//')_>I, 
i=1 i=k+l  
E(li)>_O (k+ 1 <_i<_kl), E(I[)>_O (k+ l<_i<_K2), 
(thus 
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we get 
k k~ 
2 E E(li) + E 
°= t 1 i=k+l  
and by rounding 
E(li) + ~ E(I[) >1 
i=k+l  
k kj k2 
E(C) ~, E(li)+ ~ E(li)+ ~ E(l i)_l.  [] 
i=1  i=k+l  i=k+l  
Proposition 5. I f  the unsatisfiabifity of a CNF-formula tp has a resolution proof of  
length s, then it has a cutting-plane proof of length s containing only inequalities 
with 0 and +_ 1 coefficients. 
Proof. Obvious from the above lemma. [] 
So cutting planes are at 'least as powerful as resolution. To proceed further, 
consider the following 'pigeonhole formulae' that were introduced by Cook and 
Reckhow [10] to illustrate the power of extension. 
For variables Xij (1 _ i _  n, 1 _<j < n - 1) define 
i \ j  / il ~ i2 j 
These formulae are unsatisfiable, as a satisfying truth assignment would give a 
bijection between {1,...,n} and {1 , . . . ,n -  1}. Of particular interest here is the 
following result of Haken [16]. 
Theorem 6. There is no polynomial upper bound on the length of a shortest reso- 
lution proof of the unsatisfiability of  the formulae tPn. [] 
This theorem together with the following proposition implies that cutting planes 
are more powerful than resolution. 
Proposition 7. The unsatisfiability of  (on has a cutting-plane proof of  length n 3. 
Proof. The corresponding system of inequalities i
r / - - I  
xU_>I (i= 1, ...,n), 
j= l  
xi~j+xi2j<_l ( l<_il<i2<_n,j=l,.. . ,n-1), 
O_<xij___ 1 ( i= l , . . . ,n , j= l , . . . ,n -1 ) .  
It is sufficient o deduce the inequalities 
n 
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as then summing (26) and (28) a contradiction is obtained. To get (28) we show that 
for every j=  1 , . . . ,n -  1, r=  1 , . . . ,n -  1 and i= 1 , . . . ,n - r  
i+r 
xkj-  1. (29) 
k=i 
This follows by induction on r, the case r = 1 is contained in (26). For the induction 
step, 
i+r i+r+l  
2 Xk j~l ,  2 Xk j~ l ,  X~j-l-Xi+r+l,j ~1 
k=i k=i+l  
~2i+r+ 1 p i+r+l  imply 2z.,k=i Xkj~3 and by rounding ~k=i xkj_<l. As one cut is needed to 
generate a new inequality, the bound follows. [] 
Now we turn to the relationship between extended resolution and cutting planes. 
Theorem 8. There exists a polynomial p(n, m) such that for every unsatl'sfiable CNF- 
formula ~o of size m, if the unsatisfiability of q) has a cutting-plane proof of length 
n, then it has an extended resolution proof of length at most p(n, m). 
Proof. The proof is based on a general result of Cook [9] on the power of extended 
resolution. Here we assume the notions and results of [91 without giving the detailed 
formulation. We also refer to the thesis of Dowd [12], where Cook's results are 
proven in detail and generalized, and to the book of Goodstein [141 for rigorous 
formal proofs in a restricted arithmetic system called primitive recursive arithmetic 
(which was further restricted by Cook to obtain his system PV). 
First we note that the length of a cutting-plane proof in the theorem refers to 
number of inequalities, while in the framework of Cook's paper the length of a 
proof means the number of digits of the whole (encoded) proof, which is poly- 
nomially related to the sum of the sizes of the inequalities, where the size of the 
coefficients is counted as well. However, Proposition 3 of the previous section 
implies that from our point of view the two definitions are equivalent. (At the 
beginning, every coefficient on the left-hand sides is _+ 1, and every coefficient on 
the right-hand sides is at most m.) 
The main result of [9] (Theorem 5.5, see also Theorem IV.4.1 of [121) implies that 
it is sufficient o show, that the cutting-plane-proof system is p-verifiable (see Defi- 
nition 5.4 of [91). Informally, this means that the statement 
" I f  x is a cutting-plane proof  of the unsatisfiability of a CNF-formula y, 
then y is indeed unsatisfiable", 
expressing the correctness of the proof  system, can be formulated and proven in the 
formal system PV. 
A technical detail here is that [91 defines proof systems (including extended reso- 
lution) for proving that propositional formulae are tautologies. However, cutting 
planes can also be considered as a proof  system for tautologies (proving that the 
negation of the formula is unsatisfiable), and it is also easy to see that the two 
versions of extended resolution are equivalent. 
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Below we give an informal description of the proof of the p-verifiability of cutting 
planes. References are given to the results and proofs of [9], [12] and [14], that can 
be used to give a more formal proof (which would contain no technical novelties). 
The p-verifiability of cutting planes is proven in the following stages. 
Stage 1. Arithmetic on integers and rationals (as pairs of integers) is defined. This 
is possible, as Theorem 2.12 of [9] states that every polynomial-time computable 
function is definable in PV. (See also Theorem 11.4.1 of [12], where a proof is 
given.) 
Stage 2. Propositions involving linear inequalities and rounding are proven. 
Theorem 3.11 of [9] states that every proof of a universal sentence from universal 
sentences in the usual predicate calculus can be translated into a system PV1. 
Theorem 3.10 of [9] states that PV1 proofs can be translated into PV proofs. (This 
is Theorem II.5.1 of [12], where the result is proven.) Detailed formal proofs which 
can be translated into PV1 are given for such identities in section 2.96 of [14]. 
Stage 3. The p-verifiability of cutting planes is proved by formalizing the proofs 
of the propositions referred to above. Section 4 of [9] and section I1.6 of [12] discuss 
the definition and properties of a G6del numbering. For example, the function 
f(x, i): = "the G6del number of the i-th inequality in the cutting-plane proof en- 
coded by x, or 0 if this is not defined" can be defined using the function ELEM(x, i) 
of [12, p. 31]. The formalized versions of statements such as " I f  the integer y 
satisfies the first i inequalities in the cutting-plane proof x, then it also satisfies the 
i + 1-st one" imply the p-verifiability of the cutting-plane proof system, in the same 
way that the proof of the soundness of extended resolution is used to prove the 
p-verifiability of extended resolution (see Lemma 5.8 of [9] and Section IV.2 
of [121). [] 
This implies that extended resolution is at least as powerful as cutting plane 
proofs of unsatisfiability. We have not been able to show that extended resolution 
is the more powerful of the two systems, a proof of which would involve showing 
that the cutting-plane proof system is nonpolynomial. 
Remark. The geometric analogue of extension by Z-xvy  is a 'lifting' of the poly- 
tope determined by the actual clauses to a higher-demensional one by adding a new 
variable z and inequalities 0_< z-< 1, x_< z, y-< z <- x + y. It is not clear how such a 
lifting operation influences the number of cuts required to reduce a polyhedron to 
the empty set. [] 
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